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Batu also has a fluke mentality. He has been fishing for ten years. He stopped the last
time, and the result is the last time. Zhang Fan doesn't care whether others are greedy
or not. Batu is really good to him. If he can help, he must help. The Batu family is
deeply rooted in the county, and each authority has its own people. But at the section
level, they will reach the top. It will be easy for these people to help inquire about the
news. If they really want to contribute, they can't.

Zhang Fan came to the frontier less than a year ago and only knew Kang Hua and
Wang Qian. Kang Hua was not so approachable at ordinary times, but now this
situation must be asked. I called Tang Jingjing and said that the leaders had gone to a
meeting. It was inconvenient to answer the phone, and I didn't have time recently. The
meaning is very clear. The leader is very busy. In fact, Kang Hua is really
inconvenient. There are small officials and big corruption in her area of responsibility.
She also has a certain responsibility and is now being questioned by her superiors.

Kang Hua has no hope, leaving Wang Qian. In the past, it was very convenient for
Zhang Fan to go to their house without saying hello. The situation is different now.
We have to call in advance“ Sister Wang, I've come back from my studies. How's your
waist recently? "

"Zhang Fan, my waist is much better. Are you calling today for you, Dean Batu? "
Because of Zhang Fan's relationship, Wang Qian is also very interested in the progress
of the Batu case. Although it is still in the confidentiality period, there is no
confidentiality for her husband's level.

"Yes, sister Wang, there's nothing I can do now."

"I didn't misjudge you. You are affectionate and righteous. Although you don't
distinguish right from wrong, I just tell you today. Return the compensation quickly
and strive for leniency. Come home and play when you have time. Go to work now. "
She said this sentence. It's all the face of heaven. Zhang Fan is not brainless. Please
help.

Although Batu is a dean, his real level is not high. The understanding of official career
remains in the concept of running, sending and seeking. The government usually
ignores you, but if you take it seriously, the violent organs are not idle.



"Sister-in-law, hurry to return the compensation." Zhang Fan hung up and said. Batu's
daughter-in-law nodded disappointed. Now it's the only way. Zhang Fan couldn't help,
so he went back to the hospital.

Within three days, the appointment came down. A director of internal medicine of the
municipal hospital came down to be the president. He was almost 50 years old. It is
said that he had someone in the Municipal Health Bureau. The vice president of the
county hospital had been idle before. He was appointed together this time. Shi Lei
didn't know the way to run and was promoted to vice president.

The meeting lasted three days, and the hospital held a full meeting. What should we do?
First of all, we should calm the people. After Batu's accident, people are in panic. The
doctor in the hospital didn't get a rebate, so it's just a little different. Then there is the
arrangement of seats and fruits. The pharmacy department, imaging department,
logistics director and finance director have to be reappointed. Zou Pingshan, the new
president, was born in the Department of internal medicine. He is not young. He can't
stand out in the municipal hospital. He simply came down as the president. It's good to
be a vassal in this ten mu land.

As soon as you take office, let's stand up first. Zhang Fan first came into his sight and
went to Qingniao for further study less than a year after he entered the hospital“ He is
Batu's staunch running dog. The hospital has never introduced college students. They
are the first batch. In order to reflect his management level, Batu took him everywhere
and said to everyone, you see, this is a college student in our county hospital. He went
to Batu's house the day he came back. " Turson, the deputy director of the finance
department, took refuge in zoupingshan early. Turson's sister-in-law had a good
relationship with zoupingshan in the municipal hospital.

"What's the matter? Where is he from? " Zou Pingshan asked. In the past, he didn't
want to take care of it, but something happened to Batu. If you still come to the door, it
doesn't make sense.

"From Su Province, there are no relatives here. This boy will come. It's very popular
with Batu. " Although turson was the deputy director of the finance department, he
was not popular with Batu. He was not interested in the work of the hospital and was
ready to be transferred. But pie fell on his head, and he could finally stand out.

"Send him to Su mutai village. Now that you have studied, go to the countryside and
learn something useful. " It's best to bully new college students who have no relatives
and no reason. Old doctors are usually honest and don't hum or ha. But if he really
wanted to send people to stay in the countryside dozens of kilometers away, he would



dare to take people old and young to the dean's house for dinner.

As soon as Shi Lei heard the decision, he subconsciously refused, but he didn't speak
again. As soon as he became Vice President, he took the bull with the president. It was
his problem of Shi Lei. Besides, the personnel arrangement was not under his control.
Moreover, the background of the new dean is better than Batu. When Batu was in
office, he dared not talk nonsense, and now he dare not. But he knew that Zhang Fan
was not simple. Before he studied, he went to the city to see a doctor every day. The
doctor must be not simple, otherwise Batu wouldn't be careful.

It's hard to say when Zou Pingshan does this. Shi Lei thought so, so he called Zhang
Fan: "teacher Zhang, I didn't pick you up when I came back from my study. How
about having dinner together in the evening“

”Dean Shi, I'm still in the city. There's something wrong. I can't come back today. I'm
really sorry“

”It's all right. It's still a long time. However, I just want to remind you that you should
pay attention to the change of the dean“ Shi Lei mentioned it vaguely.

”OK, thank you, Dean Shi. I'll pay attention“ Zhang Fanzhi is not in his official career,
so he doesn't care. What's the matter with changing the dean? I don't have much to do
with me as my little doctor.

The next day, the surgical morning meeting. Although the Dean has changed, old Nur
is as drunk as ever in the morning, squinting his eyes and standing unsteadily, "we
invite the new dean Ba to speak“ Then he began to applaud. The people below clapped
and didn't clap. They raised their hands and didn't know what to do.

”Well, everyone is busy. I'll just say a few words“ Zou Pingshan couldn't help it. This
old slick can't be said or beaten. " In the past, no matter what, we must correct our
working attitude. Considering the lack of surgical sources, the hospital committee
decided to send Dr. Zhang Fan to the countryside. Dr. Zhang has just returned from
Qingniao's study. With the new technology of big cities, he will certainly bring more
sources of disease to our surgery after going to the countryside. I hope Dr. Zhang Fan
will bend down and make due contributions to the development of the hospital“

”Uh“ Everyone was surprised. " Who will do the surgery“ Lao Chen is on the rise.
After Zhang Fan came, the number of operations increased sharply, and he could do
what he couldn't do before. Indirectly, his income also rose several steps. So he was
worried and said it.

”The earth needs no one to turn wrong. He's not an official doctor yet“ Zou Pingshan
was a little angry, but some people dared to question him. But this is tantamount to



exposing Lao Chen's shortcomings, and he is not yet a formal doctor. " I'll go to the
countryside, too. Contribute to the county hospital“ Lao Chen was also angry. What he
cared about most was his face, which was a little distorted.

The two brothers went to the countryside together. " Lao Chen, why do you think you
need it“ Zhang Fan was a little moved. It's not easy to be the dean for him.

”Hey! I'm in a hurry, too. Besides, just go. Just a few days off“ He's a little regretful.
There's no drug rebate when you go to the countryside.
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